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FINALLY THE WAIT IS OVER
With IDABUS, there is finally a cloud successor to Microsoft Identity Manager (MIM Portal). Identity Management 
enables the individual implementation of different company requirements. With IDABUS, it is possible to manage 
your company's users and data, synchronize them with other systems and map various company processes. With 
IDABUS, central access control is implemented by automatically controlling access to required data and applicati-
ons.

FEATURES & COMPONENTS

Performance
The performance of the IDABUS Identity Solution is 

dynamically scalable to better 
compensate for workload peaks.

Security
IDABUS uses all available security mechanisms of 

Microsoft Azure.

Support
An experienced 24/7 helpdesk is available for the 
IDABUS Identity Solution in English and German.

Self-service user interface
Through the customizable user interface, users are 
provided with an individual view in the IDABUS por-
tal. It is also possible to request authorizations and 

group memberships as a self-service.

Authentication
IDABUS uses Microsoft Entra AAD for authentication 
at the Identity Portal. This enables MFA and Single 

Sign On.

Migration
IDABUS Identity Solution is able to convert both 
identity data and system configurations such as 

workflows and internal authorizations. This  
minimizes the cost of the migration project and  
preserves the often significant investment in the 

MIM environment.
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Object history
Rewind time and view the state of any entities in the 
past, including those that have already been deleted, 

and restore them if necessary.

RBAC
The IDABUS-RBAC integration enables automated 
access and authorization control and can be provi-

sioned into various connected systems.

Efficiency improvement
Workflows for onboarding/offboarding scenarios 

and other business processes reduce manual 
intervention to manage users. 

Visual support 

Workflow simulation
In order to test the business logic in advance or to 

analyze the effects of individual workflows, it is pos-
sible to execute the functionality in preview mode. 
This allows the potential effects to be checked in 

advance.

Process resumption
If a workflow fails or is stopped, the process can be 
restarted at a specific point to apply the remaining 

business logic.

Component extension
Any applications can be integrated through a 

powerful REST interface. Connections to Microsoft 
Entra Permission Management or to Microsoft De-

fender are thus easily possible.
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